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Abstract
Intersection types are a standard tool in operational and semantical studies of the λ-calculus. De
Carvalho showed how multi types, a quantitative variant of intersection types providing a handy
presentation of the relational denotational model, allows one to extract precise bounds on the number
of β-steps and the size of normal forms.

In the last few years, de Carvalho’s work has been extended and adapted to a number of λ-calculi,
evaluation strategies, and abstract machines. These works, however, only adapt the first part of
his work, that extracts bounds from multi type derivations, while never consider the second part,
which deals with extracting bounds from the multi types themselves. The reason is that this second
part is more technical, and requires to reason up to type substitutions. It is however also the most
interesting, because it shows that the bounding power is inherent to the relational model (which is
induced by the types, without the derivations), independently of its presentation as a type system.

Here we dissect and clarify the second part of de Carvalho’s work, establishing a link with
principal multi types, and isolating a key property independent of type substitutions.
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1 Introduction

Denotational semantics studies invariants of program evaluation. The typical way in which it
is connected to the operational semantics of λ-calculi is at the qualitative level, via adequacy:
the denotational interpretation JtK of a λ-term t is non-trivial (typically non-empty) if and
only if the evaluation of t terminates.

At first sight, denotational semantics cannot provide quantitative operational insights
such as evaluation lengths, because of its invariance by evaluation. Things are in fact not so
black and white. Being invariant by evaluation, denotational semantics models normal forms,
and in a compositional way: by composing the interpretations of two terms one can obtain
the interpretation of the result of their application – therefore, denotational semantics does
reflect the evaluation process somehow.

The aim of this paper is to revisit some overlooked – but we believe important – results
for the λ-calculus by de Carvalho, about the extraction of bounds on evaluation lengths and
the size of normal forms from the interpretation of terms into the relational model.

Relational Semantics and Multi Types. The relational model [37, 17] is a simple denota-
tional semantics of the λ-calculus induced by the relational model of linear logic, via the
representation of the λ-calculus in linear logic. It is a paradigmatic model, underlying many
others [30, 31, 24, 45, 48], mainly studied by Ehrhard and his students and co-authors
[38, 18, 21, 16, 32, 33, 34, 26, 47, 46, 49, 15], the importance of which has emerged slowly.
One of its features is that it admits a handy presentation via an intersection type system.

The distinguished property of intersection types is that they characterize termination
properties, in the sense that they not only enforce termination, but they also type all
terminating terms. Additionally, by tuning the definition of the type system, one can capture
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7:2 Semantic Bounds and Multi Types, Revisited

different notions of termination (weak head/head/leftmost termination, strong normalization,
call-by-value/need, etc). Such a characterization usually induces a model: the set of types
for a term t is an invariant of the characterized notion of evaluation →, which gives rise to a
denotational semantics which is adequate for →. Therefore, intersection type systems are a
tool halfway the operational and the denotational semantics of the λ-calculus.

Multi types are a linear logic-related variant of intersection types where intersections are
non-idempotent (they are also known as non-idempotent intersection types), that is where
A ∩ A ≠ A. The set of multi types judgements derivable for a term t provides a denotation
JtK which coincides with the interpretation into the relational model.

Multi Types and Quantitative Bounds. In a seminal work, de Carvalho used the multi
type system to obtain exact bounds on the evaluation lengths and the size of normal form
for λ-terms [25, 27]. The relevance of his work was fully appreciated by the community
only a decade later (as surveyed below), when it blossomed into a number of variations and
extensions by other authors. De Carvalho developed two main results, but only the first one
has widely permeated the community. The second one is arguably the most technical but
also the deeper one. The aim of this paper is to make it accessible to a wider audience.

De Carvalho’s original presentation in [25, 27] uses multi types to measure two forms
of strong evaluations realized by abstract machines, implementing the head and leftmost
call-by-name strategies. In this overview, we prefer to slightly depart from the (by now
somewhat outdated) details of his work, forgetting about abstract machines, focussing on
leftmost evaluation (the head case is treated at the end of the paper), and isolating three
(rather than two) kinds of bounds:
1. Bounds from type derivations. The size |Φ| of a type derivation Φ ▷ Γ ⊢ t : L bounds

the number of leftmost steps from t to its normal form nf(t) plus the size |nf(t)| of the
normal form. Moreover, derivations of minimal size provide exact bounds.

2. Size bounds from types. The types in the final judgment – a point of the relational
interpretation JtK – also provide a bound, independently of the derivation Φ. Being
invariant by evaluation, they cannot bound evaluation lengths. They do however bound
the size |nf(t)| of the normal form, and bounds are exact when types are minimal.

3. Bounds from composable types. De Carvalho shows that types can be used to bound
evaluation lengths compositionally: from the types in JtK and JuK it is possible to extract
bounds about the leftmost evaluation and the normal form of tu, with no reference to type
derivations. Exact bounds rest on a complex construction involving type substitutions.

The third kind of bounds is de Carvalho’s second result, and it is where the bounding power
of the multi type system (which is just one possible way of defining relational semantics) is
lifted to relational semantics. Therefore, the lifting guarantees that the bounding power is an
inherent feature of the relational model – multi types are just a handy tool to show it.

Of the three results, the third one is the most technical. In particular, it requires to
enrich the type system with an infinity of type variables and work up to type substitutions.
The puzzling fact is that these extra features play no role in the two previous points.

De Carvalho’s Legacy. De Carvalho developed his results in his PhD, defended in 2007 [25].
His work was known by the community thanks to a technical report, turned into a journal
paper only much later, in 2018 [27]. Soon after his PhD, he adapted his work to linear logic,
with Pagani and Tortora de Falco [28, 29]. Then, Bernadet and Graham-Lengrand adapted
his work to measure the longest evaluation in the λ-calculus [14], but they only provided
bounds of the first kind (from type derivations).
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At the time, it was not known whether it would make sense to count the number of
β-steps (or linear logic cut-elimination steps) as a reasonable measure of complexity. After
the case of the λ-calculus was clarified in the positive by Accattoli and Dal Lago [2], de
Carvalho’s work has been revisited by Accattoli et al. [7]. The revisitation started a new
wave of works adapting de Carvalho’s study to many evaluation strategies and extensions of
the λ-calculus, including call-by-value [8, 9], call-by-need [10], a linear logic presentation of
call-by-push-value [19, 42], the λµ-calculus [41], the λ-calculus with pattern matching [13],
generalized applications [35], fully lazy sharing [39], global state [12], the probabilistic λ-
calculus [23], the abstract machine underlying the geometry of interaction [3], and even
adapted as to measure space [4, 5]. All these works provide bounds of the first kind, and
some of them also of the second kind, but none of them deals with those of the third kind
(bounds from composable types).

Contributions. This paper revisits the bounds from composable types, appeared only in
[27, 28]. Beyond providing cleaner proofs of the results, we have a very close look at these
bounds, isolating the subtleties and decomposing the proofs in smaller steps. In particular:

Subtlety 1, minimality does not work: when bounding a single term, both derivations and
types provide exact bounds when they are minimal. When dealing with the application
of t to u, every pair of composable types for them provides bounds. We stress that the
technicalities for bounds from composable types are inherent to the problem, since the
minimal composable pair in general does not provide exact bounds.
Subtlety 2, the gap between derivations and types: we draw attention to the fact that the
previous subtlety stems from a fact about derivations in isolation, namely that, for a
normal term t, both the derivation Φ ▷ Γ ⊢ t :L and the types in Γ and L provide bounds
for |t|, but they may not coincide. In general, the bound from types is laxer. The bounds
gap hinders the possibility of lifting the bounding power from derivations to types, if
bounds from some derivations are not reflected by any type in the interpretation JtK.
Dry representation and type substitutions: we isolate the property behind de Carvalho’s
solution of this problem, which rests on type variables and type substitutions, and we
connect it with the study of principal types. The idea is that given a type derivation
Φ ▷ Γ ⊢ t : L for which there is a gap between the bound from Φ and the bound from
Γ and L, there always is a second dry derivation Ψ ▷ ∆ ⊢ t : L′, whose types ∆ and L′

give the same bound as the first derivation Φ, plus a type substitution σ turning Ψ into
Φ. Then, all bounds coming from derivations can also be seen as coming from types,
potentially from the types of other derivations – the dry ones – but related via type
substitutions.
Removing substitutions: lastly, we show that weaker bounds from composable types can
be obtained without dealing with an infinity of type variables and type substitutions. This
point provides both a simplified route to the (slightly weaker) bounds and an explanation
of why these additional technicalities are needed for the full result.

Internal vs External View. The problem studied in the paper can also be seen in a more
abstract way. Terms, or more generally programs, can be studied from two perspectives,
which are distinct and yet entangled. The internal view considers programs as closed systems
and looks at their internal evaluation in isolation. In the external view, programs are seen as
parts of larger systems. What is relevant is how programs compose and interact with each
other, their internal evaluation is instead secondary and hidden.

CSL 2024



7:4 Semantic Bounds and Multi Types, Revisited

Cost analyses are usually done following the internal view, while denotational semantics
and types are external-oriented tools. Normal forms can be seen as internalizing the external
information, as they are normal for the internal process and thus retain only information for
potential external interactions. Multi type derivations capture both the number of steps of
typed terms (which is an internal information) and the structure of their normal forms (which
is the internalization of external information). Multi types instead capture the external
information only (each type capturing a potential interaction).

Bounds from composable types connect internal and external information, as they use
types (that are external) to bound the length of evaluation (which is internal) of the isolated
system given by the two composed terms. The bounds are obtained building over the
connection between types and normal forms. The difficulty in this study stems from the fact
that in general there is a gap between how the external information is represented in types
(richly, distinguishing between different interactions) and how it is internalized in normal
forms (in a raw way, all possible interactions are flattened on a single object).

Limits of de Carvalho’s Approach. The aim of this paper is also to highlight a fundamental
limitation of de Carvalho’s work. As we ourselves suggested, bounds from composable types
can be seen as lifting the bounding power from the type system to the relational model.
There is however a delicate point, as the lifting does not cover the whole of the model. The
relational model, indeed, does not only interpret full normal forms and terminating terms,
but also head normal forms and terms that are head normalizable. In particular, there are
terms that are hereditarily head normalizing and yet never fully normalize, such as fix-point
combinators. For these terms, which have non-empty interpretation in the relational model,
de Carvalho’s study does not say anything, because it assumes that the terms to be composed
are fully normal. De Carvalho’s bounds for head reduction do not solve the issue, they rather
make it worse, since his theorems for the head case still have to assume that the composed
terms are fully normal, which seems an unnatural assumption that is nonetheless mandatory.

Consequently, de Carvalho’s technique does not apply to all terms having non-empty
interpretation in the relational model. Here, we point out the problem, which is a first
essential step. We do not aim at solving it, because it seems to require the development
of a new approach, not just a refinement of de Carvalho’s. Abstractly, the limits of his
technique come from the fact that external information is measured by reducing it to internal
information, rather than measuring it separately from it, which would allow one to measure
external information even when the internal evaluation process does not fully terminate.

Proofs. A few proofs are omitted and can be found in the Proof Appendix available on
ArXiv [1].

2 Head and Leftmost Reductions and Normal Forms

Basics of λ. The set Λ of untyped λ-terms is defined by t ::= x | λx.t | t t, which are
considered as quotiented by α-equivalence. The capture-avoiding substitution of x by u in t

is written t{x�u}.

β-Reduction and Normal Forms. β-reduction →β ⊆ Λ × Λ is defined as follows:

β-Reduction

ax
(λx.t)u →β t{x�u}

t →β t′
λ

λx.t →β λx.t′

t →β t′
@l

tu →β t′u

t →β t′
@r

ut →β ut′
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It is well known that β-reduction is non-deterministic but confluent, that is, a term can have
at most one normal form. Normal forms (for β) are described by the following grammar
relying on the mutually inductive notion of neutral term:

Neutral terms n ::= x | nf Normal forms f ::= n | λx.f

An alternative streamlined definition of normal forms is f := λx1. . . . λxn.(yf1 . . . fk) with
n, k ≥ 0, y possibly equal to one of the xi, and the terms fj normal forms themselves.

For our quantitative study, we need a notion of size of normal forms. We use the following
inner one, which counts the number of inner nodes of a term, when seen as a tree having
variables as leaves, as it is the one that best matches what shall be measured via multi types.

▶ Definition 1 (Inner size). The inner size of λ-terms is defined as follows:

|x|in := 0 |λx.u|in := |u|in + 1 |ur|in := |u|in + |r|in + 1

Head Reduction. A deterministic notion of evaluation for λ-terms is head reduction, which
reduces only the left branch of a term, when seen as a tree. The definition follows (it is
obtained by omitting rule @r in the definition of β, and constraining t not to be an abstraction
in rule @l):

Head reduction

ax
(λx.t)u →h t{x�u}

t →h t′
λ

λx.t →h λx.t′

t →h t′ t ̸= λx.r
@l

tu →h t′u

Let I := λz.z be the identity combinator, δ := λx.xx be the duplicator, and consider the
following examples: δIt →h IIt and λy.(δI) →h λy.II but (λy.(δI))t ̸→h (λy.II)t , as it rather
reduces to (δI){y�t} = δI.

Head reduction might not compute normal forms, since it does not evaluate arguments.
Its notion of normal form follows:

Head normal forms h ::= λx1. . . . λxn.(yt1 . . . tk)
with n, k ≥ 0 and y possibly equal to one of the xi.

We shall also need a notion of head size for head normal forms defined as |h|h := n + k if
h = λx1. . . . λxn.(yt1 . . . tk).

Leftmost Reduction. Leftmost-outermost reduction →lo (shortened to leftmost) is a de-
terministic extension of head reduction as to reduce arguments and reach normal forms. The
definition relies on the notion of neutral term n used to describe normal forms.

Leftmost(-Outermost) Reduction

ax
(λx.t)u →lo t{x�u}

t →lo t′
λ

λx.t →lo λx.t′

t →lo t′ t ̸= λx.r
@l

tu →lo t′u

n is neutral t →lo t′
@r

nt →lo nt′

Examples: x(II)(II) →lo xI(II) but x(II)(II) ̸→lo x(II)I and δ(II)(II) ̸→lo δI(II).
Leftmost normal forms are simply normal forms and – crucially – leftmost reduction is

normalizing, that is, if t has a β-reduction t →∗
β f to normal form then leftmost reduction

reaches that normal form, that is, t →∗
lo f . For a recent simple proof of this classic result see

Accattoli et al. [6].

CSL 2024
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ax
x : [L] ⊢ x :L

Γ ⊢ t :L
λ

Γ \\x ⊢ λx.t :Γ(x)⊸ L
Γ ⊢ t :M⊸L ∆ ⊢ u :M

@
Γ ⊎ ∆ ⊢ tu :L

[Γi ⊢ t :Li]i∈I
many⊎

i∈I
Γi ⊢ t : [Li]i∈I

Figure 1 De Carvalho’s multi type system.

3 Multi Types, Head Reduction, and Bounds From Type Derivations

In this section, we give our presentation of de Carvalho’s system of multi types, and recall
some results from the literature. In particular, we recall the characterization of head reduction,
how multi types induce the relational model, and the bounds that can be extracted from
type derivations for the length of head evaluations and the head size of head normal forms.

Multi Types. There are two layers of types, linear and multi types, built over a countably
infinite set of (linear) type variables:

Linear type variables TyVars := {X, Y, Z, W, X1, Y′, Z2, . . .}
Linear types L, L′ ::= X ∈ TyVars | M⊸ L
Multi types M, N ::= [L1, . . . , Ln] n ∈ N

Generic types T, T′ ::= L | M

where [L1, . . . , Ln] is our notation for finite multisets. The empty multi type [ ] obtained by
taking n = 0 is also denoted by 0. Often, multi types are presented using a single type
variable X instead of countably many. Most results are unaffected, but we shall see that for
de Carvalho’s semantic bounds we need countably many type variables.

A multi type [L1, . . . , Ln] has to be intended as a conjunction L1 ∧ · · · ∧ Ln of linear types
L1, . . . , Ln, for a commutative, associative, non-idempotent conjunction ∧ (morally a tensor
⊗), of neutral element 0. The intuition is that a linear type corresponds to a single use of
a term t, and that t is typed with a multiset M of n linear types if it is going to be used
(at most) n times, that is, if t is part of a larger term u, then a copy of t shall end up in
evaluation position during the evaluation of u.

Typing Rules. The derivation rules for the multi types system are in Figure 1. Judgments
have shape Γ ⊢ t : M or Γ ⊢ t : L where t is a term, M is a multi type, L is a linear type,
and Γ is a type context, that is, a total function from variables to multi types such that
dom(Γ) := {x | Γ(x) ̸= 0} is finite, usually represented as x1 : M1, . . . , xn : Mn (for some
n ∈ N) if dom(Γ) ⊆ {x1, . . . , xn} and Γ(xi) = Mi for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n.

The abstraction rule λ uses the notation Γ \\x for the type context defined as Γ on every
variable but possibly x, for which (Γ \\x)(x) = 0. It is a compact way to express the rule in
both the cases x ∈ dom(Γ) and x /∈ dom(Γ). Note that the application rule @ requires the
argument to be typed with a multi type M, which is necessarily introduced by rule many,
the hypotheses of which are a multi set of derivations, indexed by a possibly empty set I.
When I is empty, the rule has no premises and can type every term. For instance, ⊢ Ω:0
is derivable, but no linear type can be assigned to Ω. Essentially, 0 is the type of erasable
terms, and every term is erasable in the λ-calculus.

Technicalities about Types. The type context Γ is empty if dom(Γ) = ∅. Multi-set sum
⊎ is extended to type contexts point-wise, i.e. (Γ ⊎ ∆)(x) := Γ(x) ⊎ ∆(x) for each variable
x. This notion is extended to a finite family of type contexts as expected, in particular⊎

i∈J Γi is the empty context when J = ∅. Given two type contexts Γ and ∆ such that
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dom(Γ) ∩ dom(∆) = ∅, the type context Γ, ∆ is defined by (Γ, ∆)(x) := Γ(x) if x ∈ dom(Γ),
(Γ, ∆)(x) := ∆(x) if x ∈ dom(∆), and (Γ, ∆)(x) := 0 otherwise. Note that Γ, x :0 = Γ, where
we implicitly assume x /∈ dom(Γ).

Type Derivations. We write Φ ▷ Γ ⊢ t :T if Φ is a (type) derivation (i.e. a tree constructed
using the rules in Figure 1) with conclusion the multi judgment Γ ⊢ t :T. In particular, we
write Φ ▷⊢ t :T when Γ is empty. We write Φ ▷ t if Φ ▷ Γ ⊢ t :T for some type context Γ
and some type T.

We need a notion of size of type derivations, which shall be used to extract bounds for
the number of evaluation steps and the size of normal forms.

▶ Definition 2 (Inner size of derivations). Let Φ be a type derivation. The inner size |Φ|in of
Φ is the number of occurrences of rules λ and @ in Φ.

Subject Reduction and Expansion, and Relational Semantics. The first properties of the
type system that we recall are subject reduction and expansion, which hold for every β-step.

▶ Proposition 3. Let t →β t′.
1. Subject reduction: if Φ ▷ Γ ⊢ t : L then there is a derivation Φ′ ▷ Γ ⊢ t′ : L such that

|Φ′|in ≤ |Φ|in. Moreover, if t →h t′ then |Φ′|in = |Φ|in − 2.
2. Subject expansion: if Φ′ ▷ Γ ⊢ t′ :L then there is a derivation Φ ▷ Γ ⊢ t :L.

Together, subject reduction and expansion state that type judgements are invariants
of β-reduction. Such invariants actually induce a denotational model of the λ-calculus, its
(call-by-name) relational semantics.

Let t be a term and x1, . . . , xn (n ≥ 0) be pairwise distinct variables. The list x⃗ =
(x1, . . . , xn) is suitable for t if fv(t) ⊆ {x1, . . . , xn}. If x⃗ = (x1, . . . , xn) is suitable for t, the
relational semantics JtKx⃗ of t for x⃗ is defined by:

JtKx⃗ := {((M1, . . . , Mn), L) | ∃ Φ ▷ x1 :M1, . . . , xn :Mn ⊢ t :L}.

The following property is an immediate corollary of subject reduction and expansion.

▶ Proposition 4 (Invariance). Let x⃗ = (x1, . . . , xn) be suitable for two terms t and u. If
t →β u then JtKx⃗ = JuKx⃗.

Characterizing Head Termination. Note the quantitative aspect of subject reduction
(Prop. 3.1), stating that the derivation size cannot increase after a reduction step, and that
it decreases with head steps (of 2 because removing a head β redex removes a λ and a @
rule). It does not say that it decreases at every step because steps occurring in sub-terms
typed with rule many might not change the size. For instance, if xt → xt′ and t is typed
using a empty many rule (i.e. with 0 premises), which is a sub-derivation of size 0, then also
t′ is typed using a empty many rule, of size 0. Therefore, not all typable terms terminate, as
for instance xΩ is typable as follows, for any linear type L, but it has no normal form:

ax
x : [[0]⊸ L] ⊢ x : [0]⊸ L

many
⊢ Ω:0

@
x : [[0]⊸ L] ⊢ xΩ:L

(1)

0 More precisely, such a model is the restriction of the relational model for lineal logic to the image of
Girard’s [36] call-by-name translation (A ⇒ B)n =!An ⊸ Bn of the intuitionistic arrow into linear logic.

CSL 2024



7:8 Semantic Bounds and Multi Types, Revisited

Since the size of type derivations decreases at every head step, it provides a termination
measure for the head reduction of typable terms. Therefore, typable terms are head termin-
ating – this is also called correctness of the type system (with respect to head reduction).
Conversely, every head normal forms is typable. Additionally, one can show that the size of
type derivations bounds the head size of head normal forms, and that there exists derivations
having exactly the head size of the normal form, as in the example (1) above.

▶ Proposition 5 (Typability of head normal forms). Let h be a head normal form.
1. Lax bounds for all pairs: if Φ ▷ Γ ⊢ h :L then |h|h ≤ |Φ|in;
2. Existence and exact bounds: there exists a derivation Φ ▷ Γ ⊢ h :L such that |h|h = |Φ|in.

Typability of all head normal forms (Prop. 5.2) together with subject expansion (Prop. 3.2)
implies the completeness of the type system: every head terminating term is typable.

▶ Theorem 6 (Typability characterizes head normalization).
1. Correctness: if Φ ▷ t then there exists a head normalizing evaluation t →n

h h with h

normal and 2n + |h|h ≤ |Φ|in.
2. Completeness: if t →n

h h is a head normalizing evaluation, then there exists a derivation
Φ ▷ t. In particular, there is a derivation Φ for which 2n + |h|h = |Φ|in.

The quantitative bounds involve 2n rather than n because every β redex is typed in a type
derivation Φ using two rules (λ and @). The type derivation captures only the head size
of the normal form, because in general it ignores arguments, and so it cannot catch the
inner size. For instance, for the head normal form xΩ of head size |xΩ|h = 1 (but inner size
|xΩ|in = 6) the derivation (1) has inner size 1.

The head characterization theorem implies the following property of the semantics.

▶ Theorem 7 (Adequacy of relational semantics for head reduction). Let x⃗ = (x1, . . . , xn) be
suitable for t. Then JtKx⃗ is non-empty if and only if t is →h-normalizing.

Summing up, multi types naturally model head reduction. De Carvalho’s bounds from
composable types, however, rest on normal forms, which are reached by leftmost reduction,
rather than on head normal forms and head reduction. Therefore, the next section recalls
how multi types relate to leftmost reduction and normal forms.

4 Bounds From Derivations Via (Unitary) Shrinking

In this section, we recall how to extend the results of the previous section to leftmost reduction
→lo and full normal forms, via the so called shrinking constraint. We follow the presentation
of Accattoli et al. [7] (removing some of the aspects of their work that are not relevant here),
but the definition of shrinking judgements is standard and not due to [7], see for instance
Krivine’s book [44], de Carvalho [44, 27], Kesner and Ventura [40], or Bucciarelli et al. [20].

The Need for Shrinking. Consider the derivation of end sequent x : [0⊸ L] ⊢ xΩ:L in (1).
Since xΩ is →lo-diverging, this derivation has to be excluded somehow. The problem here
is that since x has an erasing type – that is an arrow type with 0 on the left – then the
diverging subterm Ω does not get typed. Excluding the use of 0 is too drastic, because the
paradigmatic erasing term λy.x is normal and can be typed only with x : [L] ⊢⊢⊢λy.x : 0⊸ L.

The idea is that only some occurrences of 0 are dangerous. The given examples seem to
suggest that if 0 occurs on the right side of ⊢ it is fine, while if it occurs in the typing context
it is not. Things are subtler. Extending example (1) with an abstraction, one obtains the
→lo-diverging term λx.xΩ and the typing ⊢⊢⊢λx.xΩ : [0⊸ L]⊸ L, that show that 0 can be
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dangerous also on the right of ⊢. The dangerous occurrences of 0 turn out to be those on the
left of an even number of arrows, considering the ⊢ symbols as an arrow. This is formalized
by the shrinking constraint, which allows one to characterize leftmost termination.

Defining Shrinking. There are two mutually defined notions of shrinking types, left and
right, the key point of which is that right multi types cannot be empty (note n ≥ 1), so that
0 is forbidden on the left of top arrows ⊸ for left linear types. Their definition follows:

Left and right (shrinking) types

Right linear type Lr ::= X ∈ TyVars | Ml ⊸ Lr

Left linear type Ll ::= X ∈ TyVars | Mr ⊸ Ll

Right multi type Mr ::= [Lr
1, . . . , Lr

n] n ≥ 1
Left multi type Ml ::= [Ll

1, . . . , Ll
n] n ≥ 0

The notions extend to type contexts and to derivations as follows:
A type context x1 :M1, . . . , xn :Mn is left if each Mi is left;
A derivation Φ ▷ Γ ⊢ t :L is shrinking if Γ is left and L is right.

For instance, [X] is both left and right, while 0 is left but not right, and [0⊸X] is right but
not left. Note that the derivation in (1) is not shrinking. By adding the shrinking constraint,
we can now characterize leftmost normalization with multi types, with quantitative bounds
involving the inner size of the normal form.

▶ Theorem 8 (Shrinking typability characterizes leftmost normalization, [7]).
1. Correctness: if Φ ▷ t is a shrinking derivation, then there exists a normalizing evaluation

t →n
lo f with f normal and 2n + |f |in ≤ |Φ|in.

2. Completeness: if t →∗
lo f is a normalizing evaluation, then there exists a shrinking

derivation Φ ▷ t.

Unitary Shrinking. Shrinking is enough to ensure termination, but not to capture the exact
number of steps to normal form together with the exact size of the normal form. The point
is somewhat dual to shrinkingness, as it concerns arguments that have to be typed, but that
should not be typed too many times. Consider the evaluation y(Iz) →lo yz that involves 1
leftmost step and produces a normal form of inner size 1. The following shrinking derivation
types the argument Iz twice (the easy derivation of z : [X] ⊢ Iz :X of inner size 2 is omitted),
instead of once, and it has size 5, instead of the required 3 (obtained as 2*1+1):

ax
y : [[X, X]⊸Y] ⊢ y : [X, X]⊸Y

[z : [X] ⊢ Iz :X]i=1,2
many

z : [X, X] ⊢ Iz : [X, X]
@

y : [[X, X]⊸Y], z : [X, X] ⊢ y(Iz) :Y
(2)

To obtain exact bounds, one needs unitary shrinking types and derivations, that type
arguments of normal forms only once, obtained by constraining some multi-sets – the right
ones – to be singletons. The definition follows:

Unitary left and right (shrinking) types

Unitary right linear types Lur ::= X ∈ TyVars | Mul ⊸ Lur

Unitary left linear types Lul ::= X ∈ TyVars | Mur ⊸ Lul

Unitary right multi types Mur ::= [Lur]
Unitary left multi types Mul ::= [Lul

1 , . . . , Lul
n ] n ≥ 0

The notions extend to type contexts and to derivations as expected:
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A type context x1 :M1, . . . , xn :Mn is unitary left if each Mi is unitary left;
A derivation Φ ▷ Γ ⊢ t :L is unitary shrinking if Γ is unitary left and L is unitary right.

For instance, the derivation in (2) is not unitary shrinking, because the multi type [[X, X]⊸Y]
of y is not unitary left, since [X, X] is not unitary right. A derivable unitary shrinking typing
for y(Iz) is y : [[X]⊸Y], z : [X] ⊢ y(Iz) :Y, obtained via a derivation of inner size 3.

The following refinement of the shrinking characterization theorem (Thm. 8) holds.

▶ Theorem 9 (Unitary shrinking typability measures leftmost evaluation, [7]).
1. Correctness: if Φ ▷ t is a unitary shrinking derivation, then there exists a normalizing

evaluation t →n
lo f with f normal and 2n + |f |in = |Φ|in.

2. Completeness: if t →∗
lo f is a normalizing evaluation, then there exists a unitary shrinking

derivation Φ ▷ t.

Normal Forms. The proof of the last theorem rests on two properties of normal forms that
it is useful to state explicitly, for comparison with the study of the next sections.

▶ Proposition 10 (Unitary shrinking derivations and normal forms, [7]). Let f be normal.
1. Lax bounds: if Φ ▷ f is a shrinking derivation then |f |in ≤ |Φ|in;
2. Exact bounds: there exists a unitary shrinking derivation Φ ▷ f such that |f |in = |Φ|in.

5 Bounds from Types

In this section, we recall the bounds on the size of normal forms that can be extracted from
types rather than from type derivations.

Bounds from Types. The types appearing in the final judgement of a shrinking derivation
for t bound the inner size |f |in of the normal form f of t, according to a notion of type size
given below, and independently of the derivation itself. For example, consider the easily
derivable (unitary shrinking) derivation Φ ▷⊢ δ : [[X]⊸X, X]⊸X for δ = λx.xx. There are
two arrows in the type (judgement) and the normal form has inner size two. Of course,
one also has to take into account the arrow symbols appearing in the typing context, when
present.

Note, however, that types – even unitary shrinking ones – in general do not provide exact
bounds: taking the derivation of Φ for δ and substituting X with [Y]⊸Y everywhere in Φ
one obtains a unitary shrinking derivation Ψ having the same size of Φ but final (still unitary
shrinking) judgement:

Ψ ▷ ⊢⊢⊢δ : [[[Y]⊸Y]⊸ [Y]⊸Y, [Y]⊸Y]⊸ [Y]⊸Y

which has six arrows while |δ|in = 2.

▶ Definition 11 (Type size). The size | · | of types and typing contexts is defined as follows:

Types |X| := 0 |M⊸ L| := |M| + |L| + 1 |[L1, . . . , Ln]| :=
∑n

i=1 |Li|
Type ctxs |ϵ| := 0 |x : M; Γ| := |M| + |Γ|

Clearly, |T| ≥ 0 and |M| = 0 if and only if M is a possibly empty multi set of type variables.
Given a type context Γ = x1 :M1, . . . , xn :Mn we often consider the list of its types, noted

Γ̂ := (M1, . . . , Mn). Since any list of multi types (M1, . . . , Mn) can be seen as extracted from
a type context Γ, we use the notation Γ̂ for lists of multi types. The size of a list of multi
types is |(M1, . . . , Mn)| :=

∑n
i=1 |Mi|, and that of the conclusion of a derivation π ▷ Γ ⊢ e :L

is |(Γ̂, L)| := |Γ̂| + |L|. Clearly, dom(Γ) = ∅ implies |Γ̂| = 0.
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▶ Proposition 12 (Shrinking types bound the size of normal forms, [7]). Let f be a normal
form.
1. Lax bounds for all types: if Φ ▷ Γ ⊢ f :L is a shrinking derivation then |f |in ≤ |(Γ̂, L)|;
2. Exact bounds for special types: there exists a unitary shrinking derivation Φ ▷ Γ ⊢ f :L

such that |f |in = |(Γ̂, L)|.

6 Dissecting Bounds From Types via Skeletons and Dry Judgements

In this section, we decompose and elaborate over the bounds on the size of normal forms
extracted from types given in the previous section. The analysis is the main contribution of
this paper. In particular, we develop notions and tools that shall be used in the next section
to understand the issues concerning how to extract exact bounds from composable types.

Types Bound the Size of Derivations. The first observation is that the lax bounds of
Prop. 12.1 are a consequence of the more general fact that types bound the size of derivations,
proved next, together with the already proved fact that derivations bound the size of normal
forms (Prop. 10). The second point of the following proposition is the main statement, the
first one is an auxiliary one that is needed for the proof to go through.

▶ Proposition 13 (Types bound the size of derivations for normal forms). Let Φ ▷ Γ ⊢ t :T be
a derivation.
1. Neutral: if t is a neutral term then |Φ|in ≤ |Γ̂| − |T|.
2. Normal: if t is a normal form then |Φ|in ≤ |Γ̂| + |T|.

Proof. By mutual induction on the definition of neutral and normal terms, followed by an
induction on the type derivation Φ.
1. t is a neutral term. Cases of the last rule:

Rule many. Then T is a multi type M = [Li]i∈I and the last rule is necessarily many.
So, necessarily, for some finite set of indices I,

Φ =
[ Φi ▷ Γi ⊢ t :Li]i∈Imany

⊎i∈IΓi ⊢ t : [Li]i∈I

where Γ = ⊎i∈IΓi. By i.h. (on Φi), |Φi|in ≤ |Γ̂i| − |Li|, thus |Φ|in =
∑

i∈I |Φi|in ≤∑
i∈I |Γ̂i| −

∑
i∈I |Li| = | ˆ⊎i∈IΓi| − |[Li]i∈I | = |Γ̂| − |M|.

Rule ax, that is, t = x. Then:

Φ = ax
x : [L] ⊢ x :L

where T = L and Γ = x : [L]. Since |Φ|in = 0 and |T| = |L| = |[L]| = |Γ̂|, then
|Φ|in = 0 = |Γ̂| − |T|.
Rule @, that is, t = nf . Then necessarily:

Φ =
Φn ▷ ∆ ⊢ n :N⊸ L Φf ▷ Σ ⊢ f :N

@
∆ ⊎ Σ ⊢ nf :L

where T = L and Γ = ∆ ⊎ Σ. By i.h. (on the definition of neutral terms and normal
forms), |Φn|in ≤ |∆̂| − |N⊸ L| = |∆̂| − |N| − |L| − 1 and |Φf |in ≤ |Σ̂| + |N|. Therefore,

|Φ|in = |Φn|in + |Φf |in + 1 ≤i.h. |∆̂| − |N| − |L| − 1 + |Φf |in + 1
= |∆̂| − |N| − |L| + |Φf |in ≤i.h. |∆̂| − |N| − |L| + |Σ̂| + |N|
= |∆̂| + |Σ̂| − |L| = |Γ̂| − |T|.
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2. t is a normal form. If t is a neutral term, then the statement follows from Point 1, which
stronger than the statement that we need to prove. Otherwise, t is an abstraction. If
the last rule is many then we reason exactly as for neutral terms. The remaining cases is
when the last rule is λ, that is, t = λx.f and Φ is necessarily of the form:

Φ′ ▷ ∆ ⊢ f :L′
λ

∆ \\x ⊢ λx.f :∆(x)⊸ L′

where T = ∆(x)⊸ L′ and Γ = ∆ \\x. By i.h.,

|Φ′|in ≤i.h. |∆̂| + |L′| = | ˆ∆ \\x| + |∆(x)| + |L′| = | ˆ∆ \\x| + |∆(x)⊸ L′| − 1

Therefore,

|Φ|in = |Φ′|in + 1 ≤ | ˆ∆ \\x| + |∆(x)⊸ L′| − 1 + 1
= | ˆ∆ \\x| + |∆(x)⊸ L′| = |Γ̂| + |T|.

◀

Note that the bound holds for every derivation, without requiring them to be shrinking.
This fact means that the connection between types and derivations is stronger than the one
between derivations and normal forms. Note also that the bound does not hold for head
normal forms, as can be seen by inspecting examples (1) (p. 7) and (2) (p. 9).

Exact Bounds from Types. We now turn our attention to exact bounds. Having showed
that bounds for normal forms factor through bounds for derivations (Prop. 13), we actually
turn to exact bounds for derivations, from types. The idea, as usual, is that exact bounds
are given by types of minimal size. To describe such minimal types we shall use a modified
dry typing system for normal forms related to principal judgements, that shall derive only
minimal types. Additionally, we use a relation between derivations having the same structure
but assigning possibly different types, also considered by de Carvalho.

Skeleton Equivalence. We formalize the notion of derivations having the same skeleton,
that is, the same mute structure. Skeleton equivalence ∼ relates derivations having the same
rules arranged in the same way, but not necessarily having the same types.

▶ Definition 14 (Skeleton equivalence). Let t be a term. Two derivations Φ ▷ t and Ψ ▷ t are
skeleton equivalent, noted Φ ∼ Ψ, if they end with the same kind of rule and the derivations
on the premises are ∼-equivalent, namely they fall in one of the following cases:

Both Φ and Ψ are axioms.
Both Φ and Ψ end with rule @, their two left premises Φl and Ψl satisfy Φl ∼ Ψl, and
their right premises Φr and Ψr satisfy Φr ∼ Ψr – similarly for rules λ.
Both Φ and Ψ end with a rule many with n premises and there is a permutation ρ of
{1, . . . , n} such that the i-th premise Φi of Φ and the ρ(i)-th premise Ψρ(i) of Ψ satisfy
Φi ∼ Ψρ(i) for i ∈ {1, . . . , n}.

The next lemma shows that skeleton equivalence preserves more or less everything one
can imagine, but types. We denote by #m the cardinality of a multiset m.

▶ Lemma 15 (Skeletal invariants). Let Φ ▷ Γ ⊢ t :T and Ψ ▷ ∆ ⊢ t :T′ be two derivations
such that Φ ∼ Ψ. Then |Φ|in = |Ψ|in, dom(Γ) = dom(∆), #(Γ(x)) = #(∆(x)) for every
variable x, and T is a multi type if and only if T′ is, and in that case #T = #T′. Moreover,
Φ is shrinking (resp. unitary shrinking) if and only if Ψ is.

Proof. Straightforward induction on Φ. ◀
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ax∗

x : [X] ⊢d x :X
Φ ▷ Γ ⊢d n :X Ψ ▷ ∆ ⊢d f :M Y fresh, Φ # Ψ

@∗

(Γ{X�(M⊸Y)} ⊎ ∆) ⊢d nf :Y

Γ ⊢d f :L
λ∗

Γ \\x ⊢d λx.f :Γ(x)⊸ L

[
Φi ▷ Γi ⊢d f :Li

]
i∈I

#i∈I Φi

many∗⊎
i∈I

Γi ⊢d f : [Li]i∈I

Figure 2 Dry multi type system for normal forms.

Principal and Dry Judgements. Simple types admits principal judgements (or typings),
that is, for every term t there exists a principal judgement Γ ⊢ t :A such that for every other
judgement ∆ ⊢ t :B for t there exists a type substitution σ such that Γσ = ∆ and Aσ = B.
Multi types do not have principal judgements, since there is no single judgement for a term
that subsumes all others up to substitutions. The literature has studied a weakened notion of
principal judgement, subsuming all judgements up to substitution and up to another (very
technical) operation called expansion, which – roughly – duplicates multi sets [22, 50, 43].

What we are going to do next, intuitively, is following the other natural route when
principal judgements do not exist: we study a notion of principal set of special judgements
for a term t, called dry judgements, which are such that every ordinary judgement for t

can be seen as a dry judgement up to substitution. In fact, we only study this property for
normal forms, and we also relate the derivations producing those judgements. We need some
definitions.

Supports and Substitutions. The support of a type derivation Φ ▷ Γ ⊢ t : T is the set
TyVars(Φ) := {X | X occurs in Φ} of type variables appearing in Φ, and the final support
is the set TyVarsF(Φ) := {X | X occurs in Γ or T} of type variables appearing in the last
judgement of Φ. We write Φ # Ψ as a shortcut for TyVars(Φ) ∩ TyVars(Ψ) = ∅ and given
{Φi}i∈I we write #i∈I Φi when TyVars(Φh) ∩ TyVars(Φk) = ∅ for any two distinct h, k ∈ I.

A type substitution σ is a function from type variables to linear types that is the identity
but a for finite number of type variables. It is extended to act on types, multi types, type
contexts, and derivations as expected.

Dry Judgements. Dry judgements for normal forms are derived using the rules in Fig. 2.
There are three key points. Firstly, only normal forms are typable. Secondly, neutral terms
are always typed with a type variable (which is minimal) and when they are applied (in rule
@∗) their type is enlarged on-the-fly via a type substitution {X�(M⊸Y)} depending on the
type of the argument. Thirdly, the system uses many type variables, and for the rules with
more than one premise (i.e. @∗ and many∗) it requires them to have disjoint supports. This
is where having countably many type variables plays a role, as having only a finite number
would not allow one to prove the subsumption up to substitutions property of dry derivations,
given by Thm. 19.2 below.

Dry derivations can be seen as standard derivations, as the second point of the next
lemma states. It is obtained using the straightforward fact that standard derivations are
stable by type substitutions. Note the use of skeleton equivalence.

▶ Lemma 16. Let t be a term and f be a normal form.
1. Substitutivity for standard: if Φ ▷ Γ ⊢ t : L then for any linear type L′ there exists

Φ{X�L′} ▷ Γ{X�L′} ⊢ t :L{X�L′} such that Φ ∼ Φ{X�L′}.
2. Dry derivations are standard: if Φ ▷ Γ ⊢d f :L then there exists Ψ ▷ Γ ⊢ f :L such that

Φ ∼ Ψ.
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Proof. The first point is a straightforward induction on Φ. The second point is by induction
on Φ. The only rule of the dry system that is not a rule of the standard system is @∗:

Φn ▷ Γn ⊢d n :X Φf ′ ▷ Γf ′ ⊢d f ′ :M Y fresh, Φ # Ψ
@∗

Γn{X�(M⊸Y)} ⊎ Γf ′ ⊢d nf ′ :Y

with f = nf ′, Γ = Γn{X�(M⊸Y)} ⊎ Γf ′ , T = Y. By i.h., there exist Ψn ▷ Γn ⊢ n : X
and Ψf ′ ▷ Γf ′ ⊢ f ′ : M. By Point 1, there exists a derivation: Ψn{X�(M⊸Y)} ▷
Γn{X�(M⊸Y)} ⊢ n :M⊸Y Then we build Ψ as follows:

Ψn{X�(M⊸Y)} ▷ Γn{X�(M⊸Y)} ⊢ n :M⊸Y Ψf ′ ▷ Γf ′ ⊢ f ′ :M
@

Γn{X�(M⊸Y)} ⊎ Γf ′ ⊢ nf ′ :Y

Skeleton equivalence of Φ and Ψ follows immediately from the skeleton equivalences of the
i.h. plus the one of Point 1. ◀

Next, we prove that types in dry judgements are always minimal and – crucially – capture
the size of the derivation itself. This is obtained via a strong property for type variables in
dry judgements, reminiscent of similar properties in multiplicative linear logic, and enforced
by the requirements about disjoint supports in the derivation rules.

▶ Proposition 17. Let f be a normal form.
1. Dry derivations and variable types occurrences: if Φ ▷ Γ ⊢d f :T then X has exactly two

occurrences in (Γ, T) for every X ∈ TyVarsF(Φ).
2. Dry derivations are minimal: if Φ ▷ Γ ⊢d f :L then |Φ|in = |(Γ̂, L)|.

Proof.
1. By induction on Φ, looking at its last rule. For ax∗, the statement evidently holds, and for

λ∗ and rule many∗ it follows from the i.h., since these rules preserve and do not introduce
occurrences of type variable. If the last rule of Φ is @∗, then Φ has shape:

Φ =
Φ1 ▷ ∆ ⊢d n :X Φ2 ▷ Σ ⊢d f ′ :M Y fresh, Φ # Ψ

@∗

∆{X�(M⊸Y)} ⊎ Σ ⊢d nf ′ :Y

with f = nf ′, T = Y, and Γ = ∆{X�(M⊸Y)} ⊎ Σ. By i.h., X occurs exactly once
in ∆, thus Y occurs exactly twice in (Γ, T). Note that TyVarsF(Φ) = (TyVarsF(Φ1) \
{X}) ∪ TyVarsF(Φ2) ∪ {Y}. By i.h., each type variable in TyVarsF(Φ1) \ {X} (resp.
TyVarsF(Φ2)) occurs exactly twice in ∆ (resp. (Σ, M)). Moreover, by hypothesis
TyVars(Φ1) ∩ TyVars(Φ2) = ∅, so each such type variable occurs exactly twice in (Γ, T).

2. By induction on Φ, looking at its last rule. Cases:
Rule ax∗: the statement holds because |Φ|in = 0 = |([X], X)|.
Rule many∗: it follows from the i.h.
Rule λ∗: it follows from the i.h. because rule λ∗ add 1 to the size of the derivation,
but the the size of the judgement also grows of 1, because of the introduced arrow.
Rule @∗: then Φ has the following shape:

Φ1 ▷ ∆ ⊢d n :X Φ2 ▷ Σ ⊢d f :M Y fresh, Φ # Ψ
@∗

∆{X�(M⊸Y)} ⊎ Σ ⊢d nf :Y

with Γ = ∆{X�(M⊸Y)} ⊎ Σ. By Point 1, X occurs exactly once in ∆. Then we have:

|Φ|in = |Φ1|in + |Φ2|in + 1 =i.h. |∆| + |Σ| + |M| + 1
= |∆| + |Σ| + |M⊸Y| =P.1 |∆{X�(M⊸Y)}| + |Σ|
= |∆{X�(M⊸Y)}| + |Σ| + |Y| ◀
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Dry Representation. We now prove the key property of the analysis, which also justifies
seeing dry derivations as defining a set of principal judgements. The idea is that every
(standard) derivation Φ admits a dry derivation Ψ that is skeleton equivalent to Φ – which
by the skeletal invariants above entails that they have the same size – and such that there is
a substitution turning Ψ into Φ. We need an auxiliary lemma that shall also be useful in the
next section, about renamings of dry derivations.

▶ Lemma 18 (Dry derivations are stable by renaming). Let Φ ▷ Γ ⊢d f : T be a dry type
derivation TyVars(Φ) = {X1, . . . , Xn} and Y1, . . . , Yn be distinct type variables Φ. Then
the derivation Φ{X1,...,Xn�Y1,...,Yn} obtained by simultaneously replacing Xi with Yi in Φ for
i ∈ {1, . . . , n} is a dry type derivation such that Φ ∼ Φ{X1,...,Xn�Y1,...,Yn}.

Proof. Straightforward induction on Φ. ◀

▶ Theorem 19. Let f be a normal form and Φ ▷ Γ ⊢ f :T be a type derivation.
1. Dry representation: there exists a dry derivation Ψ ▷ ∆ ⊢d f :T′ such that Φ ∼ Ψ;
2. Type substitution: there exists a type substitution σ such that ∆σ = Γ and T′σ = T.

Proof. By induction on Φ. Cases of the last rule:
Rule ax. Then Φ is a ax rule of conclusion x : [L] ⊢ x :L. The dry representation Ψ of Φ is
a ax rule of conclusion x : [X] ⊢d x :X. The type substitution of the statement is {X�L}.
Rule λ: it follows by the i.h.
Rule many: it follows by the i.h. Note that, by stability of dry derivations under renaming
(Lemma 18), we can assume that all the derivations Ψi given by the i.h. are on disjoint
supports, so that the constraint #i∈I Ψi for rule many∗ is satisfied.
Rule @: then f = nf ′ and Φ has the following shape:

Φn ▷ Γn ⊢ n :M⊸L Φf ′ ▷ Γf ′ ⊢ f ′ :M
@

Γn ⊎ Γf ′ ⊢ nf ′ :L

with Γ = Γn ⊎ Γf ′ and T = L. About the dry representation, by i.h. there are dry
derivations Ψn ▷ ∆n ⊢d n :X and Ψf ′ ▷ ∆f ′ ⊢d f ′ :N such that Φn ∼ Ψn and Φf ′ ∼ Ψf ′ .
By stability of dry derivations under renaming (Lemma 18), we can assume that Ψn # Ψn.
Then Ψ is obtained as follows:

Ψn ▷ ∆n ⊢d n :X Ψf ′ ▷ ∆f ′ ⊢d f ′ :N Y fresh, Ψn # Ψn
@∗

∆n{X�(N⊸Y)} ⊎ ∆f ′ ⊢d nf ′ :Y

About the type substitution, by i.h., there are substitutions σn and σf ′ such that
∆nσn = Γn and Xσn = M⊸ L, and ∆f ′σf ′ = Γf ′ and Nσf ′ = M. We can assume that
dom(σn) = dom(∆n) and dom(σf ′) = dom(∆f ′), and we know that dom(σn)∩dom(σf ′) =
∅. Define the substitution σ as σn on dom(σn) \ {X}, as σf ′ on dom(σf ′), and as {Y�L}
on Y. Note that σn(X) = M⊸ L and let σ′

n be σn without {X�(M⊸ L)}. Then:

(∆n{X�(N⊸Y)} ⊎ ∆f ′)σ = ∆nσ′
n{X�(Nσf ′ ⊸Y{Y�L})} ⊎ ∆f ′σf ′

=i.h. ∆nσ′
n{X�(M⊸ L)} ⊎ Γf ′

= ∆nσn ⊎ Γf ′ =i.h. Γn ⊎ Γf ′ = Γ

and Yσ = Y{Y�L} = L = T. ◀
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Removing Substitutions. In the previous theorem, the substitution part rests on the
properties of dry derivations enabled by the countable number of type variables in the type
system. We now show that a slightly weaker result is possible even with only one type
variable and without dry derivations. The type substitution part shall not be recoverable,
but the representation and the quantitative bounds are.

Let Γ ⊢1 t :L denote a (standard) type derivation built using only 1-types, that is, types
built using a single fixed type variable X.

▶ Theorem 20 (Size representation). Let f be a normal term and Φ ▷ Γ ⊢ f :L be a derivation.
Then there exists a derivation Ψ ▷ ∆ ⊢1 f :L′ such that Ψ ∼ Φ and |Ψ|in = |∆̂| + |L′|.

The proof of the theorem in fact requires a stronger statement for the induction to go through,
in particular having a separate point about neutral terms, for which a stronger property
holds. See the technical report [1].

7 Bounds From Composable Types

In this section, we finally study bounds from composable types for leftmost evaluation and
normal forms, which is the technical and neglected part of de Carvalho’s work. To ease the
study, we restrict to closed terms, so that type contexts disappear – de Carvalho does the
same. There are however no issues in dealing with open terms.

Composable Types. De Carvalho’s idea is that, given two normal forms t and u, one can
extract bounds for tu by looking only at the types of t and u – that is, at JtK and JuK –
because a derivation for tu is just the application of a derivation for t and one for u. We
need to give a formal status to composable types, and we also need a notion of types that
compose up to a type substitution.

▶ Definition 21 (Composable pairs). Let t and u be closed terms.
A (shrinking) composable pair (of types) for t and u is a pair p = (L, M) such that
L = M⊸ L′ ∈ JtK, M ∈ JuK, and L′ is right. The set of composable pairs of t and u is
noted ShComPairs(t, u).
A (shrinking) composable pair up to substitution for t and u is a pair p = (L, M) such
that there exists a type substitution σ such that (Lσ, Mσ) ∈ ShComPairs(t, u). The set of
composable pairs up to substitution of t and u is noted as ShComPairsSub(t, u).

Note that if (M⊸ L′, M) ∈ ShComPairs(t, u) only L′ is required to be a right shrinking type
(as it is the only type in the judgement for tu after composition), while M⊸ L′ might very
well not be a right shrinking type (if M is not left). The constraint that L′ is right in the
definition of ShComPairs(t, u) ensures the following property.

▶ Lemma 22 (Normalization and composable types). Let t and u be closed terms. Then tu

→lo-normalizes if and only if ShComPairs(t, u) ̸= ∅.

Proof. If tu normalizes then by shrinking completeness (Thm. 8) there exists a shrinking
derivation Φ ⊢ tu :L with L right. The last rule of Φ is @ and its premises give a composable
pair (M⊸ L, M) for t and u, for some M. Therefore, ShComPairs(t, u) ⊃ {(M⊸ L, M)} ≠ ∅.

Vice versa, if ShComPairs(t, u) ̸= ∅ then every composable pair induces a shrinking
derivation for tu, by connecting the two derivations producing the composable pair via rule
@. Thus, tu is typable. By shrinking correctness (Thm. 8), tu is →lo-normalizing. ◀
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Normal Forms and Composable Types. To warm up, we first show how to bound the size
of normal forms from composable pairs.

▶ Theorem 23 (Normal form bounds from composable types). Let t and u be closed terms
such that there is a normalizing evaluation d : tu →∗

lo f .
1. Lax bounds: |f |in ≤ |L| for every composable pair (M⊸ L, M) ∈ ShComPairs(t, u).
2. Exact bounds from special pairs: moreover, there exists a composable pair (M⊸ L, M) ∈

ShComPairs(t, u) such that |f |in = |L|.

Proof.
1. Let (M⊸ L, M) ∈ ShComPairs(t, u) be a composable pair. Then, there are derivations

Φt ▷⊢ t :M⊸ L and Φu ▷⊢ u :M. We compose them as a derivation Φ for tu via rule @:

Φ := Φt ▷⊢ t :M⊸ L Φu ▷⊢ u :M
@

⊢ tu :L

Note that the definition of composable pair guarantees that L is right (shrinking), so that
Φ is shrinking. By shrinking correctness (Thm. 8), there is a derivation ⊢ f : L. Since
shrinking types bound the size of normal forms (Prop. 12), |f |in ≤ |L|.

2. By Prop. 12.2, there exists a unitary shrinking derivation Ψ ▷⊢ f : L for f such that
|L| = |f |in. Pulling back the final judgement of Ψ using subject expansion (Prop. 3.2), we
obtain a derivation Θ ⊢ tu :L. The last rule of Θ is @ and its premises give a composable
pair (M⊸ L, M) for t and u, for some M. ◀

Lax Evaluation Bounds from Composable Types. Now, we study how to additionally
extract (bounds on) the number of leftmost step from a composable pair. Obtaining lax
bounds is easy. The idea is that the composed type bounds the size of a derivation for tu,
which in turns provides bounds about tu, as shown in Sect. 4. We also show that even
composable pairs up to substitution yield bounds.

▶ Theorem 24 (Lax bounds from composable types). Let f and f ′ be closed normal terms
such that d : ff ′ →∗

lo f ′′ with f ′′ normal. Then:
1. Lax bounds and types: 2|d| + |f ′′|in ≤ |L| + |M| + 1 for every composable pair (L, M) ∈

ShComPairs(f, f ′).
2. Lax bounds and types, up to substitutions: 2|d| + |f ′′|in ≤ |L| + |M| + 1 for every

composable pair up to substitution (L, M) ∈ ShComPairsSub(f, f ′).

Proof.
1. Let (L, M) ∈ ShComPairs(f, f ′) be a composable pair, which implies L = M⊸ L′ for

some right L′. Then, there are two derivations Φf ▷⊢ f :M⊸ L′ and Φf ′ ▷⊢ f ′ :M. We
compose them via a @ rule into a derivation Φ for ff ′:

Φ :=
Φf ▷⊢ f :M⊸ L′ Φf ′ ▷⊢ f ′ :M

@
⊢ ff ′ :L′

By definition of composable pair, L′ is right shrinking, so that Φ is shrinking. By shrinking
correctness (Thm. 8), 2|d| + |f ′′|in ≤ |Φ|in = |Φf |in + |Φf ′ |in + 1. Now, since types bound
the size of the derivation for normal terms (Prop. 13), we obtain |Φf |in ≤ |M⊸ L′| and
|Φf ′ |in ≤ |M|. Therefore, 2|d| + |f ′′|in ≤ |Φ|in ≤ |M⊸ L′| + |M| + 1, as required.

2. Let (L, M) ∈ ShComPairsSub(f, f ′) be a composable pair up to substitution, which implies
that there exist a type substitution σ such that Lσ = N⊸ L′, Mσ = N for some right
L′ and some N. Then, there are two derivations Φf ▷⊢ f : L and Φf ′ ▷⊢ f ′ : M. By

CSL 2024
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ax
x : [[W2] ⊸ W2] ⊢ x : [W2] ⊸ W2

ax
x : [W2] ⊢ x :W2

many
x : [W2] ⊢ x : [W2]

@
x : [[W2] ⊸ W2, W2] ⊢ xx :W2

λ
Ψδ ▷⊢ λx.xx : [[W2] ⊸ W2, W2] ⊸ W2

ax
y : [W2] ⊢ y :W2

λ
⊢ λy.y : [W2] ⊸ W2

ax
y : [W] ⊢ y :W

λ
⊢ λy.y : [W] ⊸ W

many
ΨI ▷⊢ λy.y : [[W2] ⊸ W2, W2]

@
⊢ δI :W2

Figure 3 Unitary shrinking derivation ΨδI of minimal type for δI, where W2 := [W]⊸W.

Lemma 16.1, applying σ to Φf and Φf ′ we obtain two derivations Ψf ▷⊢ f :N⊸ L′ and
Ψf ′ ▷⊢ f ′ :N such that Φf ∼ Ψf and Φf ′ ∼ Ψf ′ . We compose them via a @ rule into a
derivation Ψ for ff ′:

Ψ :=
Ψf ▷⊢ f :N⊸ L′ Ψf ′ ▷⊢ f ′ :N

@
⊢ ff ′ :L′

Since L′ is right, Ψ is shrinking. By shrinking correctness (Thm. 8), 2|d|+ |f ′′|in ≤ |Ψ|in =
|Ψf |in+|Ψf ′ |in+1. By the skeletal invariants (Lemma 15), we obtain |Ψf |in+|Ψf ′ |in+1 =
|Φf |in+|Φf ′ |in+1. Since types bound the size of the derivation for normal terms (Prop. 13),
|Φf |in ≤ |L| and |Φf ′ |in ≤ |M|. Therefore, 2|d| + |f ′′|in ≤ |L| + |M| + 1, as required. ◀

Note that the hypotheses for bounding evaluation lengths are stronger than for bounding
normal forms (Thm. 23), as the two applied terms f and f ′ are required to be normal. If
the two composed terms are not normal, then there is no way to measure the extra steps to
their normal forms using their types, because types are invariant by reduction. The stronger
hypotheses limit the scope of the result: if t := λx.xΩf with f normal and u := λy.λz.z then
tu →3

lo f and Thm. 23 can be applied, while Thm. 24 cannot, because of the diverging Ω
sub-term in t.

Exact Bounds from Composable Types. Now, the tricky point is how to obtain exact
bounds. The problem is that for the application of two normal terms f and f ′, the minimal
composable pair in general does not provide exact bounds, and – dually – minimal types for
f and f ′ do not compose. The following example pinpoints the subtleties.

Key Example. Consider the unitary shrinking derivations Φδ and ΦI of minimal types for
δ := λx.xx and for I := λy.y:

Φδ =

ax
x : [[Z]⊸Z] ⊢ x : [Z]⊸Z

ax
x : [Z] ⊢ x :Z

@
x : [[Z]⊸Z, Z] ⊢ xx :Z

λ
⊢ λx.xx : [[Z]⊸Z, Z]⊸Z

ΦI =
ax

y : [W] ⊢ y :W
λ

⊢ λy.y : [W]⊸W

Note that, pleasantly, |Φδ|in = 2 = |[[Z]⊸Z, Z]⊸Z| = |δ|in, and |ΦI|in = 1 = |[W]⊸W| =
|I|in. Now, consider the application δI. Note that, unfortunately, the two obtained minimal
types do not compose, and not just because they use different type variables: identifying Z
and W would not be enough, one actually needs to identify Z with W2 := [W]⊸W. The
unitary shrinking derivation ΨδI for δI with minimal types (which provides exact information
for δI) obtained in this way is in Fig. 3. Note that its sub-derivations Ψδ and ΨI for δ and I
do not derive minimal types. The derivation ΨδI indeed is obtained by composing:
1. The variant Ψδ of Φδ which has the same exact structure of Φδ and where every occurrence

of Z has been replaced by W2, obtaining the type [[[W2]⊸W2, W2]]⊸W2,
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2. With ΨI, which puts together two derivations for I, one being ΦI (of type W2), and one
being the variant Φ′

I of ΦI (of type [W2]⊸W2) where W has been replaced by W2.
Note that there is a gap between:

The length of the evaluation d : δI →lo II →lo I, that takes 2 steps, plus the size of the
normal form |I|in = 1, so that 2|d| + |I|in = 5, and
The size of the composable pair p = ([[Z2]⊸Z2, Z2]⊸Z2, [[Z2]⊸Z2, Z2]), which is 10.

The point is that the types derived by Ψδ and ΨI are not minimal, so their sizes are bigger
than |Ψδ|in and |ΨI|in, and do not provide exact bounds for δI. For instance, the size of
[[W2]⊸W2, W2]⊸W2, which is the type of Ψδ, is 6, while |Ψδ|in = 2 – this is an instance
of the mentioned gap. Summing up, minimal types do not compose, and composable types do
not give exact bounds.

Out of the Impasse. De Carvalho solves this cul-de-sac using composable pairs up to
substitution. With respect to our example, he considers the composable pair p given by Ψ,
but computes the bound using the pair p′ = ([[Z]⊸Y, Z]⊸Y, [[X]⊸X, [X′]⊸X′]), which
is minimal and non-composable. It is obtained by collecting the types of the dry version
of Ψδ (of type [[Z]⊸Y, Z]⊸Y) and the dry version of ΨI (typing I twice thus having type
[[X]⊸X, [X′]⊸X′]). The last bit is noting that p′ is composable up to the substitution
σ := {Z�W2}{Y�W2}{X�W2}{X′�W}, since p′σ = p.

Roughly, for minimal types to compose, they usually have to be expanded, as we have
done in the example when substituting Z with W2. Such an expansion introduces some noise
in the measures, so that even minimal composable pairs might not provide exact bounds. De
Carvalho’s trick is to reverse the expansion, considering composable pairs up to substitution.
Our notion of dry derivation makes the expansion reversal technically clean.

Main Result. We can now prove the main result of the paper, namely de Carvalho’s exact
bounds from composable types.

▶ Theorem 25 (Exact bounds from composable types). Let f and f ′ be normal. If d : ff ′ →∗
lo

f ′′ and f ′′ is normal. Then:
1. Exact bounds: there exist L ∈ JfK and M ∈ Jf ′K such that 2|d| + |f ′′|in = |L| + |M| + 1,

and L and M are obtained by drying the composable pair induced by a unitary shrinking
derivation for ff ′.

2. From types composable up to substitution: moreover, (L, M) are composable up to
substitution, that is, (L, M) ∈ ShComPairsSub(f, f ′).

Proof.
1. By unitary shrinking completeness (Thm. 9), there is a unitary shrinking derivation

Φ ▷ ff ′ which, by unitary shrinking correctness, satisfies 2|d| + |f ′′|in = |Φ|in. The last
rule of Φ is an @ rule, that is, Φ has the following shape:

Φf ▷⊢ f :N⊸ L′ Φf ′ ▷⊢ f ′ :N
@

⊢ ff ′ :L′

With L′ right linear type. Note that |Φ|in = |Φf |in + |Φf ′ |in + 1. By dry representation
(Thm. 19.1), there are dry derivations Ψf ▷⊢ f :L and Ψf ′ ▷⊢ f ′ :M such that Φf ∼ Ψf

and Φf ′ ∼ Ψf ′ . By the properties of skeletal invariants (Lemma 15), |Φf |in = |Ψf |in

and |Φf ′ |in = |Ψf ′ |in. By the fact that dry derivations have minimal types (Prop. 17),
|Ψf |in = |L| and |Ψf ′ |in = |M|. Putting it all together, we obtain:

2|d| + |f ′′|in =T.9 |Φf |in + |Φf ′ |in + 1
=L.15 |Ψf |in + |Ψf ′ |in + 1 =P r. 17 |L| + |M| + 1

CSL 2024
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2. By the type substitution part of the dry representation theorem (Thm. 19.2), there exist
substitutions σf and σf ′ such that Lσf = N⊸ L′ and Mσf ′ = N. By stability of dry
derivations under renaming (Lemma 18), we can assume that the supports of Ψf and
Ψf ′ are disjoint, so that the domains of σf and σf ′ are disjoint, allowing us to define σ

as σf ∪ σf ′ , for which Lσ = Lσf = N⊸ L′ and Mσ = Mσf ′ = N. Finally, note that L′ is
right by hypothesis (because Φ is shrinking), so that (L, M) ∈ ShComPairsSub(f, f ′). ◀

8 The Less Satisfying Head Case

We conclude our study by adapting the bounds from composable types to the case of head
reduction. The study is slightly different in that we omit the study of type substitutions and
dry derivations. We do so to show that one can obtain the first part of the de Carvalho’s
result – which in our opinion is the important one – by resting only on the simpler size
representation theorem of Sect. 6, with no need of bothering about countably many type
variables and dry derivations.

We give only the proof of the main theorem, as the other ones are variants of those in
the previous section. They can be found in the technical report [1].

The Head Case. Let ComPairs(t, u) and ComPairsSub(t, u) be the analogous sets of
ShComPairs(t, u) and ShComPairsSub(t, u) but without asking that the composed type
is right shrinking, which is not needed for characterizing head termination.

▶ Lemma 26 (Head normalization and composable types). Let t and u be closed terms. Then
tu →h-normalizes if and only if ComPairs(t, u) ̸= ∅.

The next theorem adapts lax bounds.

▶ Theorem 27 (Lax bounds for head reduction from composable types). Let f and f ′ be closed
normal terms such that d : ff ′ →∗

lo h with h head normal. Then:
1. Lax bounds and types: 2|d| + |h|h ≤ |L| + |M| + 1 for every composable pair (L, M) ∈

ComPairs(f, f ′).
2. Lax bounds and types, up to substitutions: 2|d|+ |h|h ≤ |L|+ |M|+1 for every composable

pair up to substitution (L, M) ∈ ComPairsSub(f, f ′).

▶ Theorem 28 (Exact bounds for head reduction from composable types). Let f and f ′ be
normal and such that d : ff ′ →∗

h h with h head normal. Then there exist L ∈ JfK and
M ∈ Jf ′K such that 2|d| + |h|h = |L| + |M| + 1.

Proof. By head completeness (Thm. 6), there is a derivation Φ ▷ ff ′ satisfying 2|d| + |h|h =
|Φ|in. The last rule of Φ is an @ rule, that is, Φ has the following shape:

Φf ▷⊢ f :N⊸ L′ Φf ′ ▷⊢ f ′ :N
@

⊢ ff ′ :L′

Note that |Φ|in = |Φf |in + |Φf ′ |in +1. By size representation (Thm. 20), there are Ψf ▷⊢ f :L
and Ψf ′ ▷⊢ f ′ :M such that Φf ∼ Ψf and |Ψf |in = |L|, and Φf ′ ∼ Ψf ′ and |Ψf ′ |in = |M|.

By the properties of skeletal invariants (Lemma 15), |Φf |in = |Ψf |in and |Φf ′ |in = |Ψf ′ |in.
Putting it all together, we obtain:

2|d| + |h|h =T.6 |Φf |in + |Φf ′ |in + 1
=L.15 |Ψf |in + |Ψf ′ |in + 1 =T.20 |L| + |M| + 1. ◀
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Note that the hypotheses f and f ′ are normal is not a typo, we do mean normal, not
head normal. The stronger hypotheses are required because the evaluation d leading to h

might involve arbitrary sub-terms of f and f ′, not just their heads. For instance if f := λx.xt

and f ′ := I then ff ′ →h It →h t, and t is not a head sub-term of f .
This is where the results are less satisfying. Having to assume that f and f ′ are normal

might be acceptable for leftmost reduction but it limits considerably the value of de Carvalho’s
analysis in the head case, which is the case naturally corresponding to relational semantics.
Indeed, there are many head normalizing terms that have no normal form – the paradigmatic
example begin given by fix-point operators – and about which Thm. 28 does not say anything.

9 Conclusions

In 2007, de Carvalho developed a sharp quantitative analysis of the λ-calculus using multi
types and the relational model. His study has been influential, leading to a recent new
wave of studies in the λ-calculus halfway between operational and denotational semantics.
Only the first and simpler half of de Carvalho’s results, however, has really permeated the
community. The second more technical – and probably even more interesting – part, which
lifts the quantitative analysis to the relational model, has instead been ignored by the recent
literature. This paper dissects it and revisits it, pointing out the underlying subtleties and
clarifying the concepts and tools for its proof.

A preliminary version of this work led to the adaption of de Carvalho’s compositional
bounds to call-by-value, which can be found in the technical report [11] by Accattoli et al.
Hopefully, further adaptations to other λ-calculi will be developed.

About future work, a sharper study for the head case should be developed, as to avoid
the normal form hypotheses. The main weakness of de Carvalho’s results, indeed, is that
they really work only for strong reduction, at present. As we hinted at in the introduction,
probably a finer understanding of the external vs internal behaviour of terms is needed.
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